Opening Ancient Wells for a Fresh Outpouring
Dutch Sheets
2021 Aglow Conference – Saturday PM Session

Thank you for watching Give Him 15. Give Him 15 was born out of a prophetic song from Julie Meyer
and even at that time, I did not know what to do with it.
I was speaking in a conference and Julie was doing the worship. At the end of the message we went
into a kind of harp and bowl thing and as it finished, I went to my seat. I was standing along with
everyone else and someone was closing the service. I turned around to get my Bible and things and I
heard this voice and my name and it was Julie.
She did this twice and once she started singing with the number 15. Fifteen, fifteen minutes. Will you
give Me fifteen minutes? Then she started singing this powerful, prophetic song. Everybody came
back to their seats and we listened.
Then it was the next session and Julie started singing Dutch and Me. Three times she sang that and
then she started singing, You know what you have to do. Do it. You know what you got to do. Do it.
And my response was, “I do not have the slightest idea what I’m supposed to do.”
Later, I talked with my staff and we began to pray into it. The end results were that someone would
write a post and a prayer every day and people could take it and pray. My thought was that I was too
busy to do this so I would give my messages and books to someone to write the post and prayers for
me. So for four years, I have paid the person to do that every day. They would take one of my
messages or one of my books, and they would write a post and some prayer.
Around October, the Lord made it clear that He wanted me to begin to write the post and prayer
myself with more of a prophetic voice and that what God was saying to me for this nation and the
nations was to be led by prayer and to do it by video. For the first 4 years we had maybe 10-15,000
people around that nation that was participating every day. And I thought that it was not a bad effort
because getting 15,000 people to agree in prayer daily is huge. I was happy with that result.
However, in October it had the wind of the Lord on it. The next thing we knew, 3-400,000 people
were joining us in those prayers with 70-80,000 on YouTube. By the time that people listen on other
platforms, the numbers are higher. The whole thing took me by surprise.
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I was going to stop in January after the inauguration, but the Lord will not allow me to stop. I do
appreciate your kind response, but just so you know, this is hard work. To add twenty-five hours a
week overnight to what you are already doing is incredibly difficult.
I told the Lord that I could not do the prayer anymore. He said, “You can. Other things will change.
This is a new assignment and you need to adapt what you do so that you can this.” My staff said to
me that I can either go speak every week and touch a thousand, maybe fifteen hundred people OR
you can do this and touch thousands a day. Which would you rather do?
All that to say, I do appreciate that you are joining me daily. We are making a difference and we are
not going to stop. We are going to see God do everything He said and He is going to do it all. He has
no intention of backing up. He will not lose. He will win. He has already said that he would win. He
has already promised Jesus the nations. He IS going to give those to Him – every tribe and tongue! He
has already prophesied that to us and He has told us that He is NOT finished with America! He IS
going to do what He said He would do here. Let’s speak into that while we are here.
Jane, I wish you were here. We miss you, but these ladies are just doing a great job, as you can tell as
you watch. I send you greetings from myself and my wife. She is not with me, but she loves you. She
gets really good feedback when she writes a prayer and fills in for me sometimes. People write in and
say, let her do it more.

An Impartation through Dreams
I feel like there is an impartation the Lord wants to bring to us and to those watching from around the
world. While most of what I see in the dreams is about America, nothing that God really says
anymore in the sense of harvest and revival is only about America. Right? We are one body and He is
coming to visit. He is coming to hover over and bring forth an incredible harvest and incredible to the
nations.

A Worldwide Harvest is Coming
I have said often, and I believe it, that more people will be saved in the next 20 years than have been
saved in the last 2,000. At least a billion souls will be saved and recently I was challenged to raise that
number to two billion souls. We could simply say that a lot of people all over this world are going to
be saved. He is going to do that.

Higher Levels of Accuracy are Required
The dream thing has gone to a new level. That is because the prophetic is going to a new level. We
are going to have to keep continually allowing it to go to higher levels of accuracy and effectiveness,
because we are going to need the prophetic anointing like never before to reap this harvest.
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I believe that a new level of accuracy is coming to the prophets and to the prophetic body of Christ. I
believe more power is going to be released through that. The people that I run with are prophetic.
Prophets are not just prophetic. They all tell me that they are surprised at what is happening in them
as this anointing goes to a new level. Some of them use to have dreams once every week or two and
now they sometimes have multiple per night!
These dreamers are not having short, little dreams to encourage them, it is almost like they get a
chapter of a book at a time. They send these dreams to me and I do not know what to do with all of
them. I try my best to steward all that I feel I am to steward. The details are incredible and it is all so
encouraging and we need to listen to them carefully.
I told the Lord a while back that if You will keep giving people dreams for me, I will promise You that I
will take them seriously and I will do my best as long as I know that the dreams are coming from You.
I will steward them to the best of my ability.

Ancient Wells Being Reopened
I went to Azusa Street a couple of weekends ago with a few other people just to drink from that well.
God is reopening these wells and as we sat there we received from that well. I decreed, as was shown
to me in a dream, to the rest of the nation that the fire of God from that well would come forth.
I think that sometimes we have to be simplistic enough in our thinking and have childlike faith to do
what He says to do. Sometimes it is not all literal, but then, some of it is literal.
This is what I’m doing and I have these dreams that I want to talk about in a few minutes and the first
one has several parts to it.

Four Wells of Revival
In this dream, God talks about four wells of revival that He is reopening. It is fascinating that He lists
the wells in the dream, not in the order that they took place in history - not by the year they
happened and chronologically, but in the dream, God had us visit these wells in the dream by order of
spiritual significance. In other word, what we needed Him to do and what He wanted to do, He did
them in that order. It was fascinating to me.
The man that had the dream, Greg Hood, dreamed about four of these wells. He only knew about one
of them. He did not even know what the other three wells were about when he got the names of
them in the dream. He had the dream about the ‘Mayim’ (water), he did not even know the Hebrew
word ‘Mayim’ or the references that are given.
These dreamers do not even know what the verse says but it turns out to be right. I mean, this is so
profound what God is doing. I’ll call the one who gave me the dream and say, “Did you know this?”
God gave them names, Hebrew words, Greek words, and people’s names and history. And I will ask,
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“Did you know this name before you had the dream?” And they will reply, “I never heard of them
before in my life.”
That is what took place in this dream. I feel like God wants to impart some things to this movement
out of this tonight.

The Dream
The dream starts out with Dutch and Greg standing in the middle of what we thought were oil fields
much like what you see in Texas. Oil wells were everywhere. Many different sizes and shapes. Greg
said to Dutch, “These are not traditional wells. They are special wells. Look how they are shaped and
spaced apart. These are different.”
We began walking through the field, looking at each other, examining their components and how
they were made. Greg said to Dutch, “These wells are all still. They are not moving. They are
orphaned.”
Greg did not know it, but the term ‘orphaned’ is a term in the oil industry for a well that is no longer
functioning or working. These wells were not dry, but they had stopped pumping. Dutch said, “I know
these wells. I have studied them all well. I have been a student of revival.” Greg did not know what all
of the wells were, but I knew all of them except one as the blueprints were given to me in my
engineering class.

The Wells Were Designed to Never Stop Gushing
Dutch said in the dream, “I know these wells, how these wells worked and how they were designed
to never stop gushing, but someone has tampered with them.” The methods of man tamper with
them. The world’s religion tampers with the well – good ideas, the world’s lukewarmness.
Complacency tampers with the wells of revival. Dutch said, again, “They were designed to never
stop. They were designed to never stop gushing, but someone has tampered with them. Their
‘dunamis’ seal has dried and cracked.”
Of course, ‘dunamis’ is the power of Holy Spirit. The dunamis seal. We are sealed - Ephesians 1. We
are sealed with the Spirit of promise. “The dunamis seal is dry. There is nothing flowing from Holy
Spirit to this well now – to these movements. They cannot hold the correct pressure level of pressure
any longer.”

The First Well – Fulton Street Well
In the dream, Dutch pulled a handkerchief from his pocket and walked up to the first well – an old
well and began to wipe off an engraved plate on it. As Dutch was doing so, he began to read from the
engraved plate. Greg could see in the dream that Dutch’s facial expression began to change. It was
one of excitement and sadness at the same time.
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The engraved plate read Fulton Street Well. Right beneath it was written a note to Dutch. It said,
“Dutch, do not throw in the towel. Prime me with Mayim.”
I have been carrying the burden of the Lord for America for 30 years. I am not bragging about this. I
am sure there are people here that have prayed for this nation longer than I have. It intensified 20
years ago when God mantled me in a new way for America.
I wept with Him for 3 ½ hours until l I thought I was going to die. I do not know if you have ever cried
so hard that you thought you were literally going to die. I begged God to stop doing whatever He was
doing as I said that I was not going to live through it. My heart is literally going to break. Physically,
You have to stop. I begged Him once I started thinking about my family – my wife, my kids. I begged
God, “Please do not kill me with this. Whatever you are doing, please do not let it kill me.”
He was downloading to me His heart for America. His heart for America was not because of a love He
had for America that was greater than anywhere else. It was because of the role America was to play
in taking the Gospel of the Kingdom elsewhere. It was because of His great love for all the people and
the nations of the earth. It was because of the assignment on this nation.
When He downloaded His heart to me, it was interesting that I did not feel anger. I knew that for 3 ½
hours as I wept over America, He was weeping with me. Up until that night, I would have never given
a thought or had a thought that I would one day cry with God. But I know He was weeping, too. Jesus
was weeping. I would have thought I would have felt more anger from Him at this nation, but I did
not. I felt love. I felt compassion. He said to me, “I need this nation. I must have this nation. I must
have this nation and you are going to help Me get this nation.”
He is going to have this nation. There is going to be another move of Holy Spirit that saves this nation.
It really does not matter what anybody else thinks about that as long as God has a company of
people, a remnant of people that are agreeing with Him and praying His will into the earth. He is
going to do what He said. He has those people. He is going to get this done.
He said, “Prime the well with Mayim.” That is the water of Holy Spirit. It is the Hebrew word for
waters – Mayim. “We need the water of the Holy Spirit to work on the seals.”
Greg said that he could see that Dutch was taken back by all of this and his countenance changed to
intense thinking and consideration. Dutch turned to Greg and said, “Give it to me. It is time. Give it to
me.”
As Dutch said this, an angel approached them. It was Gabriel. Gabriel did not come until Dutch made
his decision in the dream as he said, “it is time. Give it to me. Give it to me!” Gabriel walked up and
reached into a bag he was carrying on his shoulder. He pulled out a small bottle in the shape of a
Lion’s head. The bottle was labeled ‘Mayim Water for Priming, An outpouring of Holy Spirit, An
outpouring of the River of Life, the Lion of Judah’. He gave it to Dutch and Dutch poured it over the
primer seal of the well that was now dry rotted.
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Priming the Pump
Greg said that in the dream, he remembered thinking to himself that this is not the way you prime a
pump. You do not pour it on the seal. You have to put it in the primer.
Dutch turned to Greg and said, “By the way, you do not prime the well of revival the same way you
try to maintain religion. You do not prime the pump. You do not try to work it up.” Then Dutch looked
at Greg and said, “Revival is in the seal and it is the seal of Holy Spirit. It is the Mayim. It is the water.
Revival is in the revival, not in what we can manufacture, pump up, or work up. Revival is in the seal.
It creates the natural pressure that causes a gusher, a gusher.”
Instantly, the pump mechanism on the well began to move. It groaned deeply as it began to move,
like an old engine trying to start that had not been turned over in years. We could hear the water
beginning to make its way up the pipe that was in the ground. Dutch said to Greg, “This is it! This is it!
It is happening!”
I have to stop here for a minute because this is the Fulton Well. Most of you know your history. In the
mid-eighteen hundreds, a revival broke out of New York on Fulton street, the name of this well.
Jeremiah Lanphier, a businessman, started encouraging people to come and pray on their lunch
break. First, just a handful showed up, but within a month, tens of thousands of people were showing
up there and it spread to other cities.
By the time this revival was finished, hundreds of thousands of people were giving their lunch break
every day to prayer for revival. The end result was a revival that historians say, maybe at least a
million souls came to Christ because a businessman started inviting businessmen to come and pray
during the lunch hour. And it started pumping water.

The Prayer Movement
So God said that the first well that needs a fresh infusion of strength is the prayer movement.
Because that which fuels everything else – as I read these other parts of the dream briefly in just a
moment, you are going to see, as he continues to say in the dream that every time we would go to a
new well, something would happen there. We could hear the Fulton Street well rumbling in the
background. By the time we get to the end of the dream, the Fulton Street well finally erupts and a
geyser shoots into the heavens.
»
»
»
»
»
»

That which was fueling everything else is prayer.
The most powerful force on the planet is prayer!
The most powerful army on the earth is prayer!
There is more power in a movement of prayer than any nuclear silo on the planet.
There is more power in prayer than anything Washington, D.C. can do.
There is more power in prayer than anything China can do or anything the Taliban can do.
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And I feel like God is saying to the prayer movement, I want to pour some water on you right now!
Things have gotten a little dry. Things have gotten a little bit weary. I am not talking about you,
Aglow. I am talking about the prayer movement, the intercessors.
God is saying, “I want to re-fire you. I want to pour water on the seal. I want the dunamis to start
pumping again!”

Powerful Prayers of John Knox
During worship, I felt like I could hear the Lord and He remind me of John Knox of whom Mary Queen
of Scots said she could not stand him. He was a Protestant and she was a Catholic and back then
there was a lot of animosity. She said, “I fear the prayers of John Knox more than I fear all the armies
of Europe.” She threw him in prison once and they could still hear him – they could not shut him up –
they could still hear him from his prison cell crying out, “Give me Scotland or I die.”

God’s Challenge to Us
I feel like God is challenging the prayer army – I feel like He is challenging Aglow tonight and to those
listening to me around the world, I feel like He is challenging me tonight. I feel like He is challenging
those who started into this movement of prayer, but now they have just allowed it to grow weak.
I feel like He wants to say of us – I feel like the demons say of us that they fear our prayers more than
all the armies of the earth. If we just get this well pumping really well again, we are looking at
something incredible that God is about to do.
We get the privilege of being a part of birthing the greatest harvest in history. We need to say,
“Give me Africa, or give me Jordan, or give me Lebanon, or I die! Give me Ethiopia or give me the
Middle East. Give me China. Give me Japan. Give me Mongolia. Give me Russia or I die.” Somebody
has to awaken again. Somebody has to get the well pumping again. It has to be some kind of reason
beyond the surface why God is saying to me, “It would be more valuable to Me if you would just slow
down a little bit and give yourself more to a 15-minute devotion in prayer every day then what you
have been doing.”

The Seal is Dry
In some ways, I think the Charismatic movement and the Charismatic church has gotten just a little
too good at what she does – what we do. I believe there is a mindset that has come that we have
gotten things figured out pretty well. We know how to do this. We know how to do the services. We
know how to conduct things. We know how to grow. We know how to speak. We know how to do
the programs. And I think God is looking a little deeper and He said, “The seal is dry. The dirt on the
seal is dry.” There is no power! There are good methods. I believe there are good motives and good
hearts, but the seal is dry.
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»
»
»
»

I think that God wants to bring a fresh baptism of Holy Spirit.
I think He wants us to drink from the river again.
I think He wants to immerse us in it again.
And I think He wants it for Aglow, as well.

I am not picking on you guys. You are awesome. I know that God certainly wants it for the stream I
run in.

God Needs Us Now
I feel like He is saying to all of us, “I need you now. I need you now! I need everybody to take it up
another level now. This is not a time for sitting back and just cruising along. This is a time to speed
up, ramp it up. This is a time you are moving into the most strategic hour, maybe of the last
thousand or two years. I need you to engage.” And we are going to do that. We are going to do this.
We are going to do it. I am going to give you one more chance. I am going to say that one more time.
WE ARE GOING TO DO THIS! Thank you!
Because this is where the power is. The power is not what I am doing now.
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

The power is in the prayer.
The power is in the prophetic decree of the Lord going forth!
The power is in the birthing!
The power is in the travail!
The power is in the tears!
It is the power!
It is the power seal!
It is the Dunamis!

Do not be surprised when God starts waking some of you up through the night. Maybe He used to do
that, but it does not happen anymore. Well, it is going to start happening again. I pray God wakes you
up and does not let you sleep all night. I pray that you become so consumed with His heart in this
hour that you become distracted toward other things. You are not able to do your hobbies as much
and do things that are just fun. I pray for a Holy distraction that something comes over you, so that
you have to slip away and sneak off every chance you get – even if it is just 15 or 30 minutes or an
hour in the evening when you can take a walk. You can say, “I have got all the chores done and I just
need to go outside for a little bit here.” Come on! Are you all right with that?
We will pray over this ministry in a few minutes for a fresh mantle of Mayim water to lubricate the
power seal of prayer.
It gets better. No, it does not get better. It gets different because we went to another well. It was
called Tennent’s Well. This well, I had never heard of. The guy who had the dream had never heard of
it. Tennent’s Well.
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Tennent’s Well of Fire
I got my handkerchief to rub the plate off to see what was engraved on it. It read: Tennent’s Well of
Fire 1740. This man, Tennent, ministered along with Whitfield in the First Great Awakening. His
burden and his message was to the clergy because they were lukewarm, complacent, lacked
commitment. They became professionals. What they did had no life. Some of them were not even
saved.
Inscribed underneath the phrase, Tennent’s Well of Fire was “Ministers must be born again.” To our
surprise, when I actually went to look, to study this in history, I found that was one of his messages
that caused such a controversy. A lot of the clergy were offended at him when he said, “You need to
get saved.” As it turns out, some of them were not saved. Before God could fan the flames of the first
great awakening, He had to awaken the pulpit.
It is interesting in this dream that as He starts talking about the four wells that are about to be
reopened, He starts with prayer. And the second one He gets to is the well that restored fire to the
pulpits and dealt with the clergy.
Greg said that I wiped the plaque off, and I read it, and he said that we could still hear the Fulton
Street well rumbling in the background, getting louder and louder. The prayer was getting louder. As
the prayer got louder, it started waking up the preachers and the pastors and the leaders and the
apostles and prophets who some of them now know so much how to do this that they do not need
the power anymore. They do not need the prayer anymore. They are good enough without it, thank
you very much.
Gabriel, the Archangel, stepped out from behind the well. As the two of us were pondering the design
of the well, he said to us, “If you prime this well, you will make many enemies among the religious.
But if you do prime the well, many will catch fire!”
This is an interesting response. In the dream, I looked at Greg, then I looked at Gabriel. Again, I
looked at Greg and looked at Gabriel. Finally, I turned back to Greg and said, “To hell with the
consequences! We are priming this well. Hood, give me the other bottle!” He reached into his bag
and pulled out another bottle.
The first bottle was the Mayim water. This one was oil. It was labeled, “Hebrews 1:7 – He makes His
angels winds and His ministers a flame of fire.” He handed it to me. I took the cork out of the bottle
and began pouring the oil into a hole in the side of the well. You could hear it hit the bottom. It was
completely empty. I kept pouring until the reservoir was full and overflowed.
Gabriel looked at me. In this dream, Gabriel was not asking for advice or was not making suggestions.
He looked at us and he said, “IGNITE IT!” I took a step toward the well and shouted at it with a voice
of authority, “FIVEFOLD!” I said, “FIVEFOLD! BE BAPTIZED WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT AND FIRE!”
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We are going to do that in just a minute. We are going to shout that to this nation and the nations –
that the leaders would receive a fresh baptism of fire! Some of them do not even know, they do not
have any idea that this is about to happen to them. Some of them are about to go into seasons of
introspection, disappointment, confusion. Some of them are going to start looking honestly at the
earth, their city, and their life and they are going to begin to just admit that they are unhappy with
things as they are. They are not satisfied with the lack of power and the lack of change that we are
seeing – the services that are just the same and dry and manmade. THE SEAL IS DRY! They are just
going to say it and tell God, “I am tired of this!” He is going to say, “Good! That is just what I wanted.”
He is going to bring them to a place of renewed hunger.
Let me tell you something. There is a whole lot of them out there. They are not bad people. They do
not have bad motives. They get just like you. They get tired. They get weary. They get beat up. They
stand. They pray. They fight. They do their thing. They take care of kids and family members. They get
worn out just like you do. They get confused and discouraged just like you do. They get stabbed in the
back. They get rejected. They get beat up by demons. I know that it is not supposed to happen to
them, but it does.
But I tell you, God is coming to them and He is going to answer the cry of their heart. They are going
to become unhappy with things as they are. They are going to get hungry for power. They are going
to be hungry for salvations. They are going to be hungry to see people set free. They are going to be
hungry for supernatural miracles to take place. They are going to become desperate for it. They are
going to cry out for it.
In this dream, well, let me just keep reading. When I declared this (Fivefold, be baptized with the Holy
Spirit and fire!), the well shot up with a flame of fire out the top that reached the sky. Fire is coming!
This well is about to erupt again.
As it began to burn, people ran to it with pieces of wood in their hands. They were pastors, leaders
from around the nation. They ran to this well with pieces of wood. They ignited the wood with fire
from the well. As soon as their wood was lit, they turned and ran away from the well back to where
they came from. In the dream, we knew that the wood they brought to the burning well was wood
from their pulpits which they had broken up. They brought them to the fire and got them ignited and
went back with pulpits ablaze!
That is what God wants to do. He is not interested in beating them up. He is not interested in
condemning them. I mean, there are some hypocrites. They are some people out there who just do
not care. He will go around those people, but for the most part, He just wants to come to those that
are dull, tired, weary, and who have just lost some of the fire. He wants to say, “Let Me deal with this.
Let Me fan the flames.” The pulpits are going to begin to burn again. The fire of the Holy Spirit is
going to come to the dunamis seal of these wells.
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See, what a lot of people do not believe is they do not believe He can do this. They do not believe He
can do it. I have news for you. He can do this and He is coming with the fire. He said, just a smoldering
wick or just a spark, He will not extinguish. He comes and fans the flames and says, “Come on, come
on, just get where I need right here. I am going to baptize you with fresh fire.” That is what He is
going to do.
I am going to get to the last two wells in a minute.

Nashville
I called this friend. I was invited to speak in Nashville a few weeks ago for a friend of mine. It was a
conference of leaders and I felt like I was to invite my friend, Greg, who had this dream to go with me
because he is a prophet. I said to him, “I feel like God is going to give you a word there. Maybe it is for
the host pastor or for Nashville. Maybe it is for the leaders there. I just feel like you are supposed to
come and prophecy into this gathering.”
His schedule was clear so he came. He did not really know what he was going to do and that is not
unusual for a prophet. You just get in the Presence of the Lord, the worship, whatever, and when you
get in the right setting, the Word of the Lord rises up.
That is not what happened with him. The afternoon before my session that night, Greg had another
dream. He dreamed, again, about Tennent’s Well. This time the well was located in Nashville. It still
had flames blowing into the sky.
Nashville was sitting on water. The well was on a platform. Gabriel came again. Gabriel said to us as
we stood on the well’s large platform – Nashville over this lake which was now surrounding all around
Nashville – and he said this, “It is your Father’s intent to drill deeper with this well than it has ever
drilled. We have made the modifications needed to do so.”
If I am hearing this correctly, it is something that has to do with a move of God coming to leaders in
the body of Christ that is about to take place. God says that He is going to go deeper with it than He
has ever gone before. That would be significant, wouldn’t it?
Don’t you love the phrase Gabriel said, “We have made the modifications needed to do this”? It is like
Heaven knows what they are doing!
We could see many, many angels working all around the well – welding things, working on the
platform. Gabriel said that the water and clay here in Nashville are ready to receive the drilling. In the
dream, we began to understand later that ‘clay’ represents the people – taken from Jeremiah, the
potter and the clay.
Then Gabriel says this – I may visit this in the morning more extensively. Gabriel said, “You will have
to use your 601 bit here. It will take some effort, but you can push through. The clay is ready.”
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The 601 Drill Bit
The 601 bit, I have had four prophetic dreams given to me recently, sent to me from other people
with the number 601. In all those dreams, the 601 represents revelation. God talks to us in the way
we can understand.
God put a love in me for word studies. I love to do word studies, to look up the Greek and Hebrew. It
is more than a love; it is a gift. I can forget your name in 30 seconds, but I remember a Greek word I
looked up one time 20 years ago. I never forget it. It is a gift. If you do not believe me, ask Ceci. She
says, “Why can you remember all that Greek and Hebrew and you cannot remember somebody’s
name?” I say, it is a gift. Leave me alone.
It was almost legitimate for her to do that. I mean, we had been pastoring a church and these people
would come walking up toward us and I’d ask her, “What are their names?” And she would say, “They
have only been here 10 years!” I would say, “What are their names? They are almost here! Tell me
their names! Hi Joe! Hi Susie! Good to see you again.” It is a gift.
I know the number 601 because I have studied it many times. It is Strong’s number, his Greek New
Testament dictionary for revelation. Reveal and revelation - numbers 600 and 601. So when He
started sending me dreams with 601 on it, I knew He was saying to me – revelation.

Demolishing Religious Strongholds
In one of the dreams, we were going after the root of religion in America. We drilled down into the
earth into this system, this network of gates and demonic structure under the surface. We drill down
and drill through the gate and it would break the lock they had. It would give us control of it and we
could take out those religious strongholds in America. By the end of the dream, we got to the main
root, the main gate and He said, “You are going to have to use the 601 bit here.”

What really conquers the religious spirit will be the Spirit of revelation.
There have been other dreams. Not only have I had the four sent to me with the 601 bit or the 601
number in it. Three of them had the 601 bit. One of them was just the number 601 in a different
context. There are probably five other dreams in the last two months that have been sent to me. In
other ways, God is saying, “I am about to release the Spirit of revelation.”
The unveiling, a corporate unveiling – not just for the one but cultural, societal unveilings are about
to take place. Over nations unveilings are about to take place. Over tribes and people groups and
religious systems unveilings are about to take place. In pig pens unveilings are about to take place. In
homes and businesses, in schools. The angel said, “Here, you are going to have to use the 601 bit.”
Revelation. He said the same code that activated it before – that was in another dream – actives it
now. Hebrews 12:25-29. You had to quote Hebrews 12:25-29 and that activate the 601 bit. I do not
have time to go into that.
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Everything is ready and he prophesies to the leader in the dream of the conference were we are in
Nashville - a prophet named Kent Christmas. He said to send Greg over and to take him this book. At
one point he says to Kent in the dream, “Tell him.” He says to me, “Tell him.” And then I tell Greg,
“You go tell him to pull the sound when he decrees the code that activates the bit. You tell him to pull
the sound from deep within himself because that is where the 601 gets its power. In other words, the
revelation you need with not come from here – pointing to head. You are not going to win this war
with methods and programs and your own thinking. You have to dig way down here where the Spirit
of revelation is – where the river is. Dig way down there because that is where the power is!”
Gabriel took charge and started taking us all over the rig, telling us what to do. He took us inside and
down deep into it. He showed us how everything operated. He showed us how the valves operated.
You have to work this valve and you have to work this valve and he looked at me and said, “You need
to control the pressure Dutch! Do not let it get too great or too low because the pressure is key.”
In the dream, Dutch says that he looked at Gabriel with this nervous look on his face and said, “All
right, I can do that.” And you could see the look on my face like, man, I have never done anything like
this before! But you do not tell Gabriel ‘No!’ Archangels can kill you!

The Ecclesia is in Her Day
I said all that to read you this: Gabriel knew what was going on inside of me and he leaned into me
and whispered in my ear. “Dutch, you were built for this. The Ecclesia is no longer in boot camp. She
is in her day.”
The power of those words – because I have known for probably 5-10 years that everything we have
been prophesied, everything we have been saying he is going to do – this harvest, this revival – all of
it will really be launched when He has brought the Church, the Ecclesia – and I am not talking about a
building. I am not talking about a service. I am talking about the people that know they are the
legislative government of the Kingdom of God on earth. I will build My Ecclesia. I will build My
legislature. And I will give them the keys of the Kingdom. They will bind. They will loose. Take it back
to the Old Testament. Isaiah 22:22 They will open doors that nobody can close. They will close doors
that nobody can open.
I have known that when enough people are moving in enough revelation that we are indeed the
Ecclesia of God in the earth. When that takes place, He will be able to flip the switch and say, “Here
we go!” And Gabriel just said, “That has happened. You are no longer in boot camp. The Ecclesia, the
Church, she is in her day now! Do not be nervous! Go for it! It is all ready. It is all in place.”

We Were Made for This
That means we can do this! We are the church where we are first fruits of what He is going to do here
and around the world. It is not just in America. There are people all over the world now that
understand this. There are millions now that are getting it! There are not just a few thousand. It is
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going to be a game changer. “Ok. It is okay,” He said. “You were made for this. The Ecclesia is no
longer in boot camp. She is in her day.”

The Pressure is Right
He took us and showed us some more about the pressure valves and how that all worked. I shouted,
“Kent, the pressure is right! I am watching the valves. The pressure is right!”
I am looking at America right now and I am saying, “The pressure is right!” I am looking at the Middle
East and I am saying, “The pressure is right!” I am looking at Afghanistan and I say, “The pressure is
right. The pressure is right! Start the drill.” That is what I said. “Start to drill.”
He began to decree Hebrews 12:25-29. That is a passage about all the mountains, all the kingdoms
being shaken and delivered. Only that which is the Kingdom of God that cannot be shaken stands. For
our God is a consuming fire. That is the reference.
When he began to decree that, it set the revelation bit in motion. It begins spinning and moving
through the water in the clay. Greg started looking over the edge at the clay and he started shouting,
“The clay is people! The clay is people! We are not destroying them; we are shaping them with this
bit!”
Gabriel said to me, “Keep the pressure at the right mark. It will increase and need to be decreased at
times.”
Here is what I wanted you to hear. There are other cities in America. He is in Nashville with this one. I
have known for six months that Nashville is about to be visited with a revival. Nashville is going to
burn with revival fire. But he said in this dream, “There are other cities in America where the water
level is almost right. You will find this well in those places, too. You know the operational procedure
now and this well is key.” What well is that? Nashville? No, no, no, no. Tennent’s well is key.
Once the prayer gets where it needs to get, then the fire returns to the leaders, that is the key. And
Tennent’s Well is coming to a city near you! And He said, “Nashville is a first fruits, but it is coming to
other cities.”
I want to at least mention these other two wells. I definitely want to mention this third one.

America’s Assignment is for the World
For all of our brothers and sisters around the world, it is vitally important to me and I believe to the
Lord that you know that we know that this is about America. We are not the people He loves more
than the rest of you. Those of us that are contending even with passion that are mantled for America,
if we are really, truly mantled by Holy Spirit, we know that it is not primarily about America, but that
America has an assignment for the nations. We want something to happen that moves us back into
the servant role to partner with Him for the nations of the earth.
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This revival that I keep talking about that I have partnered with the Lord – He has asked me to partner
with Him to see this happen, I know it has to come to America, but it is not just for America. It is so
that we can recapture the destiny that He has for us.
Is there any wonder that demons, principalities, powers, liberals, atheists are trying everything in
their power to steal from us our heritage, our destiny, or our roots? It is about the harvest of the
earth. It is about the nations. It is about souls.

The Third Well – Haystack Well – Missions Movement Born
The third well. Greg did not know what this well was either. He had never heard of it. After we
finished at the Tennent Well, Gabriel looked at us and said, “There are other wells that need your
attention. Get to the next well!”
We walked to the next level in the field. I did as I had done with the previous two wells. I took my
handkerchief and wiped the name plate off and began reading. It said: Haystack Well. How many of
you have ever heard of that? That is a funny name, isn’t it? Haystack well - 1806. Williams College.
There was an outbreak of the Holy Spirit that gripped the students for the nations of the earth and
the mission movement was born.
Under the name, Haystack Well, it said on the plate: “From these shores to the shores of nations the
Gospel of the Kingdom shall go.” This is so profound to me. As I finished reading the plate, a man
walked around from the other side of the well. He name was Hudson Taylor. He said, “The nations are
weeping. They are weeping, crying out for relief from the slavery of religion that the Church helped
create. Send them help.”
Here is Gabriel’s response, “Dutch, call the intercessors. Call the intercessors. Have them surround
the well and then have them release the well.”
If the first well does not pump the way it is supposed to pump – Fulton Street – intercession, none of
the rest of this happens. When God needs something done, He knows who to call and He does not
call brother big name or sister famous. He says, “Give Me the intercessors!”
Greg gave me a bugle. I began to blow the bugle and others joined us. Friends of mine joined us.
Prayer leaders joined us. We began to decree into the well. As we did, we were praying into it. We
were decreeing into it. We were prophesying into it. It is just what we do, right? It is just what we do.
As we did that, eventually a door opened on the well. Up from out of the well, people started coming
up. They came out in the dream eventually by the thousands they had come out of the well. We were
calling forth the laborers, the missions movement, the Gospel to go forth.
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Thousands came. All of them had two flags around their shoulders. One was the U.S. flag and the
other was a flag of a nation they were being sent to. What does that tell me? That tells me America is
going to start sending missionaries. That tells me that a new move of God’s Spirit is coming to this
land that causes a new thrust from here. I am sure it will happen from elsewhere, but from here. And
they wrapped a flag of another nation around them and they went to that nation. They all were
carrying a pole with a flag on it – the Appeal to Heaven flag reminding us that everything we do must
be powered with prayer.
When we finished that well, Gabriel, I mean, Gabriel, he was intense! He said, “To the next well!” And
off we went to the fourth and last one in the dream. There were other wells that were there, but only
four that he has singled out in this dream.

The Fourth Well – Cane Ridge Well
It seemed to be a ways from us. As we made our way there, we could see trickles of water beginning
to drip from different parts of the well. Something was already bubbling up.
This time I did not use my handkerchief to wipe off the plate to read it. This one, I did not, I just took
my hand and began to wipe it off. Most of my prophetic friends think that this is a picture of the fivefold ministry gifts that in the dream we had come to the point where now, they are on fire. They can
be used and the hand of God through them begins to do what it needs to do.
Many people who teach on the five-fold, teach that the thumb is the apostolic, the prophetic,
evangelism and pastor/teacher. They talk about all that and that is what they believe. I do not know
for sure, but we will just go with that here. Ok?
When I got to the plate, I said, “This water is hot!” The plate said, “This is the Cane Ridge Well. The
great Cane Ridge revival of 1801. Be careful, this one erupts regularly. It is on a timer.”
I did not realize it until someone told me in the back before we came out here that they had just been
to Cane Ridge and they learned while they were there that the water underground literally is warm. I
do not know if it is hot, but it comes right out of the ground, still hot from the revival. That is what I
believe.
When Cane Ridge first broke out in 1801 – the beginnings of it were at Red River and then it moved
to Cane Ridge – by the time it reached its full outpouring, tens of thousands of people were coming
from all over that part of the country to Kentucky – by horseback, wagons, walking – because God
was moving in such a profound way. They wanted to go to Cane Ridge. Thousands were saved, filled
with the Spirit, healed. They said you could look at any given time around that little cabin church for a
mile or two or three over the hillsides, people lay on the ground shaking under the power. Bodies
littered the ground.
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The first time I went, I got about 5-6 miles from Cane Ridge. Just based on my GPS, I really did not
know where I was going. I had not been there. I did not know how to get there, but I was following
and the GPS said it was still about 6 miles away. I said, “Lord, I am starting to feel something really
different. What is it I am feeling?” He said, “I am still hanging out in these hills.” And, He is. He is
about to open this well again for us.
The Glory of the Lord was so strong at Cane Ridge. So many people were impacted with the power
and the Glory of God that they wanted to be buried at Cane Ridge.
Over the years, the ground – from erosion – some of the graves started being uncovered. Obviously
the authority, the government said that they had to do something about that. We have to move
some of these graves. They found graves with bodies stacked three and four deep because what
happened was they ran out of room and the grandson, Tim said, when I die, bury me at Cane Ridge.
They said that there is no more room, no burial plots. Tim said, “Bury me on top of Grandpa!” So that
is what they did. Because the Glory of the Lord was so strong and so profound, people said, “I do not
care. I do not need my own grave. Throw me in with some of the family. Just bury me at Cane Ridge. I
want to be buried in the Glory.”
For God to say in this dream that one of the wells He is about to open is Cane Ridge, it is truly an
amazing hope to cling to – a word to grab. It was not led by just one person, there were numerous
people preaching at the same time at Cane Ridge. They did not have sound systems like we do. So
there would be somebody over here on a stump preaching. Over there a few hundred yards away,
somebody on the back of a wagon was preaching. Someone climbed up a tree and stands on a limb,
preaching. All over the hills around there are people preaching and people getting saved. Two or
three hundred gathered here. Three or four hundred gathered there.
God is about to do something so attractive to hungry people that they cannot stay away. So if it takes
3 or 4 week journey walking and wading rivers and streams, so be it! I am going to Cane Ridge. He is
about to show up with such power and such beauty. He is beautiful! He is beautiful! He is attractive.
He is appealing. He is wonderful! He is what they are all looking for – they just do not know it!
When this thing gets lifted and the 601 bit starts doing its work and revelation comes and the veil is
lifted, people by the thousands who hunger is awakened in them and they start hearing about this
Jesus – How could it be? Is it really real? Is He really who they say He is? Are these miracles really –
can you really go there and get free of your demons? They are going to start asking these questions. I
do not think there is any hope for me, but maybe if I could get to this place where He is, I could be if I
could just touch the hem of His garment.
Could He really deliver me from my drugs? Could somebody break these addictions off of me because
alcohol has its hold on me – am I destined to die with this? Is there any hope left for this marriage or
this body? Or this brain? And they are going to hear, not about brother so-and-so. You are going to
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hear that, you know, something is going on over here. I am hearing it. People finding this Jesus man.
He set them free. He has given them a fresh start!
Let me read this to you. Gabriel said to me – we have to do this in a minute – “Speak the timing of
the Lord over this well!” In other words, like it is not enough for it to be time, I need for you to
prophesy over this well and say IT IS TIME WELL!”
He looked at me. He did not do it. He needed a human to do it. “Speak the timing of the Lord over
this well!” He is speaking it now. I mean, Gabriel. He was intense about this. Say it. Say that. Not you.
It is what he would say to me. “The time is now! It is now! DO IT NOW!”
The rumbling – Greg says the rumbling of the Fulton Street well was getting louder by the second.
The prayer well. Coming up out of the ground. It was so intense. Fulton Street, the rumbling, it was so
intense and we could feel the ground shaking and the prayer well.
Greg said, “Dutch, you took a step forward, climbed up on top of the well and from its top began
declaring – here is what I said in the dream: THIS IS THE TIMING OF THE LORD! THIS IS THE GREAT
RELEASE OF HIS PROMISED OUTPOURING! AMERICA, RECEIVE YOUR GIFT! AMERICA, SHIFT!
AMERICA, AWAKEN FROM YOUR SLEEP! FOR NOW, YOUR SALVATION IS HERE!”
Let me just read it again, ok? THIS IS THE TIMING OF THE LORD! THIS IS THE GREAT RELEASE OF HIS
PROMISED OUT POURING! AMERICA, RECEIVE YOUR GIFTS! AMERICA, SHIFT! AMERICA, AWAKEN
FROM YOUR SLEEP! FOR NOW, YOUR SALVATION IS HERE!”
It is incredible. It is incredible. As I declared this from the Cane Ridge well, it began to swell. The
pressure started building. It filled with water. I jumped from the top of the well to the ground and
as soon as my feet hit the ground, something happened. The vibration of the Fulton Street well prayer finally erupted.
These two erupted at the same time. When Fulton erupted, it shook the earth so much that it
caused the Cane Ridge well to erupt sending its water high in the sky. The water from these two
wells, Fulton Street and Cane Ridge, began coming together in the air to the point that we could
not tell which was the water from Fulton Street, and which was the water from Cane Ridge.

Steward the Rain
As it shot into the sky, it ignited the clouds over America and fires of awakening began to fall all over
the nation. Gabriel said, “Now, steward the rain. Steward the rain.”
Stand with me, would you please?
»

Are you ready to be re-mantled?
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»

»

Are you ready to have rivers of the Living Water of the Holy Spirit flow out of your innermost
being? Out of your Koilia, womb, as the word, matrix. The place from which something
originates – literally the womb of a woman carrying a child. Koilia. Out of your own – the
dunamis, the seal, the water of the Spirit will come. It is what empowers, he said, the
movement. Revival is in the seal.
Are you ready to be re-mantled with the water, with the dunamis?

I am ready. I am ready personally. I am saying, “Lord, I want to be mantled with a fresh, new power
source for prayer. I want to be more alive and on fire for prayer than I have ever been in my life. I
want You to take me back 30, 40 years and baptize me in it all over again. And I am saying to you,
Aglow, you need to ask for a fresh baptism of fire, of anointing for prayer all over the world. You
need to ramp it up again, because we have moved into this season and IT IS TIME! AND
EVERYTHING ELSE IS GOING TO BE BIRTHED FROM THIS.
So, I am going to pray that over you and I am going to pray it over me. You are going to pray it over
the person next to you. You are going to receive. You are going to pray for me. You are going to pray
for them. You are going to pray for everybody out there watching. We are going to believe God that
an impartation starts right here and goes across the earth tonight.

A Birthing Chamber
If the keyboard player can come up and play something while we start praying. I do not know how
long we will pray. Not that long. Just going to receive for a few minutes. We are just going to press
into this. You guys know how to do this. At this moment, as far as I am concerned, this is a birthing
chamber. You are free to release your spirit. You are free to cry out with me! You are free to pray in
tongues. You are free to travail. You are free to do this.
Father, in the Name of Jesus, we ask You to open this well. We ask for Fulton Street well of prayer to
be reopened in the earth. Water in the well! Moisten the seal! Put revival anointing in us again for
prayer. Let it come supernaturally again like it did at Fulton Street when thousands of people gave up
their lunch every day to cry out for revival!
Lord, we cry out for that here in America! We cry out for it in Aglow! We cry out for it in the nations
of the earth. Give us those who will say, “Give me Scotland, or I die! Give me my city, or I die. Give me
America, or I die! Give me Florida, or I die! Give me California, or I die!
We are asking You, Lord, to fan the flames of revival. Let the water, let the mayim river of Holy Spirit
flow. Give us a drink. Give us a drink! GIVE US A DRINK! Give us a drink. We are thirsty. We are thirsty.
We are thirsty. We are thirsty! We are thirsty!
Awaken, awaken, awaken, awaken, awaken us! Give us back our first love for prayer! Give us our first
love for worship! Give us passion. Give us zeal! Give us fire! Light the pulpits of America again. Let
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them burn with Holy fire! Let them burn with Holy Fire! Let them burn with Holy Fire! Let them burn
with Holy Fire! Let them burn with Holy Fire!
Break off of us lethargy, complacency. Come to the pastors, leaders, clergy. Come to those who lead
congregations, ministries. Bring fire! Bring fire! Bring fire! Bring fire! Bring Your fire! Bring it back!
Bring Your fire! Bring Your fire! Bring Your fire! Fire, fire, fire, fire, fire. Bring Your 601 bit. Bring your
bed of revelation. Bring the code of Hebrews 12. Shake. Shake everything that can be shaken off of us
until the revelation begins to flow and the fire begins to burn.
May we burn when we get up in the morning, when we go to bed at night. May we wake up through
the night burning! May we so burn with fire and intercede with such power that all the forces of hell
would say, “We fear the prayers of these people far more than any army on earth! Far more than any
building or structure or government.
Be baptized in the Holy Ghost and fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire to the churches! Fire to the pulpits! Fire to
the preachers! Fire to the intercessors! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire!
Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire!
Fire to the weary! Fire to the disillusioned. Fire to the lukewarm. Fire to the complacent. Fire to the
professional! Fire to the religious! Fire! Fire to the seeker! Fire to the radical! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire!
Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire!
Fire to the nations of the earth. I want you to begin to call out nations of the earth! Fire to Lebanon.
Fire to Jordan! Fire to Israel! Fire to Syria. Fire to Afghanistan. Fire to Iraq! Fire to Egypt! Fire to North
Africa! Fire to Somalia. Fire to Ethiopia! Fire to Kenya! Fire! Fire to South Africa! Fire to Zimbabwe!
Fire to China! Fire to Japan! Mongolia. Fire to Korea. Fire to the creations. Fire! Fire to Ukraine! Fire
to France, Paris, Germany, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Norway. Fire to England. Fire to Scotland.
Fire to Wales. Come on, do not stop. Prophesy fire to the Nations! Fire! Fire to Portugal. Fire! Fire to
Saudi Arabia. Fire to Laos, Vietnam! Fire to Cambodia. Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Nepal Fire to Mexico,
Fire to Guatemala! Fire to Belize! Fire to Nicaragua, Fire to Honduras. Fire to Brazil. Fire to all of South
America! Fire! Fire to Canada. Fire to Nova Scotia. Newfoundland. Fire to the islands of the seas.
Haiti. Fire! Cuba! Bahamas! To the islands! Till the Glory of the Lord covers the earth like the waters
of the sea!
Earth, earth, earth! Hear the Word of the Lord! You are destined for Glory!
Heeeeey! Fire, fire, fire! Fire, fire, fire. Haaaa! Haaaaa! Fire! Give us fire! Heeeeeeeeey! Fire! Heeey!
Fire! Heeeey, fiiiireee! Fire! Fire! Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah. Birth the fire! Birth the fire!
Linda: You may see me looking at my watch through this. I’m not worried about the time. I’m
looking at what Jane is saying because she is texting me. From the beginning she said, “Aglow will
accept the challenge of prayer.”
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Then she said, “Aglow is in Florida, but our leader is in Edmonds where Aglow began and she is
receiving this exact same thing in our home where we spread out.” She said, “This is our day. This is
Aglow’s day. And we have an ear to hear what is being said and we accept the challenge! We will do
what Dutch is saying. We will become a place for the water to pour out! We will declare it in our cities
and in our nation. We will change this country. We will change the world. We will! It is our day! God
has called us for this day. We were born for this. You were born for this.”
It is incredible what God is doing, totally incredible what God is doing in this place. This is what Aglow
was born for. We have been hidden for over 50 years, but we are coming out of it! Jane has been
crying out for a new baptism in the Holy Spirit. For probably more than the last year it has been the
cry of her heart that we would have a fresh anointing, a fresh baptism of the Holy Spirit. We are
seeing that right now. Right now, God is doing it. God is doing it. Aglow has been reset. The reason
that it is happening now is that NOW IS THE TIME! We will not be the same. We will not. You will not
be the same. You will not be allowed to be the same. God will not let you be the same!
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